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Experiential Learning in historical sites and museums  
Practices 

 

Title: The forest of ancient olive tree as a result of interactive effect of human 
environment on the natural environment 
 

 
 

Overview:  The forest of ancient olive trees is one of the most important features of Corfu landscape, 
as well as an integral part of the Ionian lifestyle and culture. The main aim of this activity is to be 
highlighted this magical landscape and  all  culture regarding oil and its products too. 
 
 
 

 
Activities:   
 
Auditorium 

● Assembly of visitors in the auditorium. A brief introduction to get acquainted with the premises 

and  historical value of the area 

View of a documentary about the history of olive cultivation dating from the Venetian period. 

Great emphasis is reported on the influence which was exerted by the Venetians in the natural 

landscape of Corfu, through a series of regulations (compulsory cultivation of olives, strict 

provisions for the uprooting or cutting the olive trees). 

● All visitors try to complete a crossword in order to assimilate basic historical information. 

 

 

Division of visitors to four teams with parallel action:  Two teams explore the field and other two stay at 

the Centre and participate in workshops 

A) Exploration in the field - Approaching to the grove with bicycles (Two groups, 1 hour) 
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 Dealing   the necessary equipment to groups (binoculars, devices for sounds, tape measures, 

cameras, compass, baskets - bags for picking olives, shovels-magnifier, pocket-collection sheets for 

wood crafts etc., notebook-pen, Worksheets) 

 

✓ Identify grove’s plants - animals 

✓ Identity olive trees (age, height, etc.)  

✓ Recording sounds of nature  

✓ Video  

✓ Photo Gallery  

Playing game  

The birds of the grove 

Β) Workshops in the Centre ( The other two groups, 1 hour) 

✓ Hand making of soap  

✓ Creation of aromatic oils and cosmetics 

✓ Ox metering  oil 

✓ Exploring the diseases of olive in microscopes and stereoscopes  

✓ Creation of documentaries using videos  and photos collected of the field or from the archives 

of the Centre 

 

C)Switching of groups (1 hour)  

D)Presentations of groups in the auditorium (1 hour)  

E)Spot awareness 

 

 

Objectives: 

 

• Contacting the culture of olive and realizing the social, economic and political results of this 

culture. Visitors can learn more about the local history and history of Greece 

• To watch closely the process of production of oil and to understand the necessity of application 

of organic farming and at the same moment discovering the nutritional value of the oil. 

• To learn the process of production of olive -products ( soap , scented oils , etc. ) constructing 

the learners themselves 
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• To raise awareness and gain environmental consciousness by experiential way through the 

thrills offered by contact with the flora and fauna of Corfu grove by working in groups. 

• Learning to use technology to find information and practice the process of primary research. 

• Using all their senses to observe, explore, admire the natural environment and then to express 

themselves creatively discovering hidden skills. 

 

 

Expected results: 

 

• Understanding the impact of human environment on the natural environment.  

• Awareness of interaction between history and environment.  

• Experiential Dealing with the culture of the olive 

 

Skills needed by the staff involved in the practice: 

 

• Historical knowledge of the period of Venetian rule and the results of their culture in the Ionian 

Islands (particular in Corfu).  

• Knowledge of the grove ecosystem (flora-fauna)  

• Good knowledge of the use of new technologies for the production of a documentary  

• Knowledge of ox metering and making aromatic oils and soap. 

 

 

Partner who has identified/written the good practice: Environmental Education Center of Corfu, 

Greece 

 


